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Abstract

The sector having the most important role among developedness indicators is financial sector. The most important and vulnerable part of this sector is banking system. Financial liberalization and relaxation in political approach, based on strict norms, following it, and increasing competition at sectorial level required the presence of supervision mechanisms. The rigid rules of supervision system under consideration led profit margin to fall gradually. Hence, alternative searches became a current issue in terms of the other actors of banks and banking system. These alternative ways, developed and termed off-balance sheet activities despite the fall at profitability level, are shown as one of the main reasons for 2008 Global Crisis by some economists and draw attention to the concept of shadow banking. In USA, together with the synthesis of liberalization and financial engineering, “Shadow Banking” system formed as the main reason for 2008 Crisis and played role in its development. In this study, the effects of shadow banking on world banking are dealt with the theoretical meaning, and a set of economic policy are suggested in the light of the data obtained.

1 Introduction

In respect of 80s, when globalization gains acceleration, country economies played the role of a macro structure, in which the borders disappeared in the sense of international trade and investments. Especially emerging market economies, in terms of all of world countries after globalization, financial liberalization tendencies increased and financial sector became much more important. As a matter of fact, world countries, as a part of integration under consideration, are directly affected from the developments occurring in the other countries. The closest example of this state is 2008 Global Financial Crisis.

The sector having the most important role among the developedness indicators is financial sector, and the most vulnerable and important part of this sector is banking sector. Financial liberalization and relaxation in political approach, based on strict norms, following it and increasing competition at sectorial level required the presence of supervision mechanisms. The rigid rules of supervision system under consideration led profit margin to fall gradually. Hence, alternative searches became a current issue in terms of the other actors of banks and banking system. These alternative ways, developed and termed off-balance sheet activities despite the fall at profitability level, are shown as one of the main reasons for 2008 Global Crisis by some economists and draws attention to the concept of shadow banking. In USA, together with the synthesis of liberalization and financial engineering, “Shadow Banking” system formed as the main reason for 2008 Crisis and played role in its development (Doruk, 2014: 1).

2 Shadow Banking System: Conceptual Framework

Shadow Banking, defined by TCMB (Central Bank of the Turkish Republic) as “nonbank credit mediation activities having risks like banking sector”, expresses a system, which does not subject to as strict arrangements as banking sector, engages in activity of maturity transformations like banks, and exposes to liquidity risk and risks resulted from high leverage (TCMB, 2014: 99). Although shadow banking system ranging in realization of chain-connected transactions to each other emerges as a result of that traditional banking system becomes useless in terms of banking system, it is based on a running related to traditional banking system. On the other hand, this new system has a structure that forms after the financial engineering, deregulations, and incentive-based public policies. In other words, through off-balance sheet transactions, it is also to define shadow banking as forming an alternative market to the traditional system for the aims such as increasing competitive power and profitability. According to Gorton (2009), it is possible to collect the reasons for shadow banking to emerge under three items (Halton, 2010: 22-23):

1. Traditional banking system becoming less profitable
2. Emerging trend of institutional investments
3. The guarantee accompanied by banking system regulated in terms of secured liabilities

On the other hand, the formation of shadow banking system depends on two factors in terms of supply and demand (Gorton an Metrick, 2010: 266):

1. When the factors are scrutinized in terms of supply, it is remarkable that financial innovation series and legal changes eliminate the competitive advantage of the banks.
2. When considered from the aspect of demand, what is under consideration is that the instruments of shadow banking are used as security deposit due to the fact that security deposit is demanded for financial
transactions. This case, leading securitization to develop and repo to become an effective reason for it to be used as an instrument of monetary market, was concluded that repo transactions are also begun to be effectively used as an instrument of monetary market.

Before proceeding to the historical process, instruments, and causes and effects of shadow banking, first used by Culley (2007) (Moe, 2012: 37), it will be useful to mention about its relationship with traditional banking system. Shadow banking system exhibiting a completely different structure from traditional banking system in terms of either its instruments or supervision methods comes to forefront in terms of traditional system to minimize the costs reducing profit margin. In the viewpoint of traditional banking, among the duties assigned to the actors of banking sector, creating liquidity, financial mediation, contributing to providing economic stability by supporting monetary policies, determining credit demand, and approach of determining and credit demand and preventing the problem with asymmetric information as fast as possible take place. And all of these processes actualize in bank balance sheet.
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As seen in Figure 1 summarizing the rules and shadow banking, along the processes carried out, short term savings are tried to be transformed into long term capital resources. While trade banks and their branches are exposed to new sorts of financial risks, they participate in shadow banking market so that it can be a source of extra income for themselves (Doruk and Şahintürk, ty: 10).

Shadow banking system that occurs after financial liberalization tendencies and showing itself in the form of an amount over $20 trillion after global crisis (Watkins, 2011: 857) differs from traditional system in terms of funding resources. Table 1 presents the distinctions between traditional and shadow banking systems (Doruk, 2014: 33).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Banking</th>
<th>Shadow Banking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(1) Reserves</strong></td>
<td><strong>(1) Risk Margin</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Minimum levels are determined by legal</td>
<td>- Minimum levels are determined by the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authority.</td>
<td>parts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- It can be borrowed from central banks for</td>
<td>- There is no borrowing from central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capital deficit.</td>
<td>bank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(2) Deposit Insurance</strong></td>
<td><strong>(2) Security Deposit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- It is under government guarantee.</td>
<td>- Cash, treasury bond, securities,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>credit, and securitized bonds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(3) Deposit Interest Rate</strong></td>
<td><strong>(3) Repo Rates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Interest rates can be increased to</td>
<td>- While funds are at the low level, it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobilize deposits, when reserves are low</td>
<td>can be increased to mobilize the parts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(4) Credits take place in balance sheet.</strong></td>
<td><strong>(4) Securitized Credits</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Some securitized bonds are held in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>balance sheet and used as</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Main Distinctions between Traditional and Shadow Banking Systems


Table 1 shows the main funding resources of shadow banking system and traditional banking system. According to this, the main resource of shadow banking system is repo market as well as risk margin depending on repo market and balance sheet activities. The other funding resource of the system is securitized values. On the other hand, the most remarkable feature, in which traditional banking differentiates from shadow banking system is deposit insurance. Shadow banking system do not have any insurance such as state guarantee and asset /deposit insurance. Figure 1 shows running of shadow banking system.

On the other hand, although shadow banking is an alternative of traditional banking system in terms of method, it brings together some risks with it in both national and global dimension. It is possible to basically describe the risks of interests in two ways.
1. Funds that are processed in the system are not under government guarantee.

2. In possible depression periods, the actors of shadow banking cannot refer to central bank about financing the existing liquidity deficits.

In addition, it is possible to collect the main elements of the relationship between traditional and shadow system under three items.

1. **Capital Adequacy (Legal) Arbitrage:** In order to utilize price differences forming the different markets, arbitrage expressing the process to buy and sell valued securities and provide return by this way (Güçlü, 2006: 6) is the main elements in preferring shadow banking helping to obtain profit without being any effect of off-balance sheet transactions on capital adequacy and leverage. In this process leading systemic risk not to be able to be completely calculate, in order to compensate the effect of long term housing credits on capital adequacy, shadow banking was preferred by the traditional banks by means of legal arbitrage (Önal, ty. 31).

2. **Obtaining long term profit and distributing risk to the system:** [Due to the fact] that funding possibilities of banking system and risk coming together with funding mechanism stay on a single bank, that profitability of equity capital is low, shadow banking has become attractive among the banks in terms of that it facilitates risk to go out balance sheet (Stein, 2010: 41-51) and that it makes possible it to be shared by the system.

3. **Tax Advantage:** According to Turner (2010), banks utilizing activities of shadow banking obtain a tax advantage in terms of that activities of shadow banking are off-balance sheet processes that are not recognized and, thus, that they do not subject to any tax (Cited by 2014: 51).

Besides its relationship with traditional system, another feature of shadow banking system is that it consists of the combination of trade banking system and investment banks. In other words, the system of interest uses together the mechanism of assets taken over from trade banking and funding taken over from investment banking. Figure 1 represents the feature and scope of interest of shadow banking.

![Diagram of Shadow Banking System](image-url)

**Figure 3. The Scope of Shadow Banking System Resource:** Cited by Doruk, 2014: 28.

Shadow banking has a structure that does not subject to capital and liquidity arrangements like traditional banking. Therefore, system, besides financial depths it creates, engenders some risks. On the other hand, in the periods, when regulations toward banking sector become strict, a possibility of regulation arbitrage emerges, and activities of shadow banking can rapidly grow. Monitoring and supervising activities of shadow banking under consideration and developing policy suggestions toward these activities are left to Financial Stability Board (FSB). FSB, which determine its works in two parts as monitoring and supervising activities, presents the volume of shadow banking activities, its relationship with traditional sector, and risk it creates through monitoring reports published every year TCMB, 2013: 147) and determines five basic working areas (BDDK, 2011: 15);

1. Regulation of activities of shadow banking agencies of banks, defined in the form of direct regulation.
2. Reform associated with regulation of monetary market funds.
3. Especially withholding and transparency, regulation associated with securitization
4. Possible precautions regulating discounts and limits toward repo transactions
5. Regulations regarding the other agencies of shadow banking

For the presence of shadow banking, it is necessary for two conditions more to actualize. The first condition is the features in tax structure of the countries. For example, in Anglo-Saxon countries, governments do not have the rights to impose tax without parliament approval. Therefore, shadow banking system can also remain nontax in terms of its activities. On the other hand, the second condition is that the legal system of country is suitable for presenting a limitless freedom to the parts. The reason for this is that shadow banking system is mostly based on the specific contracts. In contrast to the structure of traditional bank, regulated by laws, this specific structure of shadow banking will not have any risk in case that the contracts are made between equal parts. On the other hand, in case that the parts are not equal, shadow banking system can engender results in favor of the part that is strong.

These two conditions are fulfilled in United States (US) and United Kingdom. Therefore, shadow banking system has a large share in, especially US, all EU member countries. The size of activity volume in US is followed by the developed countries such as Eurozone, United Kingdom, and Japan. However, in Continental Europe, European Union, and Japan, it is allowed for shadow banking system to be active in a framework drawn by the laws. Therefore, shadow banking in these countries is more slowly progressing compared to US and United Kingdom. After global crisis, while the growth rate of the sector, which it becomes slower in the developed economies, actualizes over 20% in China, Argentina, India, and South Africa, it is seen that the growth range in the developing countries keeps its acceleration.

There is a set of elements affecting this systematic development of shadow banking. It is possible to put in order these elements as financial innovations, deregulation, subprime housing credits, special purpose vehicle, repo market, and credit delinquency swap (CDS).

1. Financial Innovations: That financial innovations increase and become widespread led the systems alternative to banking system to emerge and nonbank activities to increase. When reached from 1950 to 1980, the fluctuation range in interest rates increased. Fluctuations of interest cause the uncertainty about the return of investments to increase. This increase in the risk of interest rate led new financial products such as adjustable interest mortgage and derivatives to develop (Mishkin, 2011: 251).

2. Deregulation: Applications in quality of deregulation are the other elements enabling shadow banking system to develop. In this context, as the most important deregulation, abrogation of Glass Steagal Law eliminating the distinction of investment bank and trade bank can be shown. Thus, with this development, it became possible that banking system continued without being regulated. Also, investment banks having less capital power compared to trade banks became more advantageous in terms of competition (Önal, ty: 10).

3. Subprime housing credits: Subprime housing mortgage credits are the credits allocated to the consumers remaining under “prime –rate” borrowing scale in higher interest rates (subprime rates ) compared to prime-rate that is the cheapest borrowing rate. In other words, in an environment, in which such credits are allocated, consumers are not accepted as homogenous in terms of debt servicing risk, on the contrary, they are divided into marketing segments according to the states of riskiness with a heterogeneous viewpoint. These credits were issued by special purpose institutes in order to be securitized to off-balance sheet. Securities based on credits are based on cash flows based on these credits. Any shortage forming in these cash flows caused to malfunctions in the system. With an arrangement carried out beginning from 2004, that credits are also allocated to the individuals who do not have their regular incomes or assets expressed as subprime led balloon forming in housing market to inflate (Oktar snf Eroğlu, 2015: 308).

4. Special Purpose Vehicles: Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV) is private organizations, whose capital is generally weak, which does not have independent management and staff and, most importantly, and which are designed not to go bankrupt and found only CDO transactions. Mc Culley, drawing attention the existence of nonbank financial agencies, instruments, and structures, states that shadow banks financed themselves unsecured financing bonds. The agencies, instruments, and structures that are under consideration here, as a whole, are qualified as special purpose vehicles (Schwarcz, 2012: 620, Oktar and Eroğlu, 2015: 310).

5. Repo market: Financial agencies, with short term funds they provide through transactions with securitized transactions, can make leveraged procedures. Since the security deposits used in these procedures are the subject of re –securitization, interagency bound relationships increase. Beside this, variations in asset values, modifying the amount of fund to be able to be provided, make deeper the cyclicity in economy. Therefore, securitized transactions form some risks in terms of financial stability (TCMB, 2014: 109). It revealed that banks allocating long term housing credits, in order to successfully continue their trade activities, needed reserve Income model of shadow banking system is repo market (Reiboldt, 2009).

6. Credit Delinquency Swap (Swaps): The volume of Credit Delinquency Swaps (CDS) toward being protected from risk and utilizing arbitrage possibility reached high levels in the period of global crisis and especially European crisis attracted attention with high basis points. In CDS procedure, the debt side are under obligation of paying the debt it receives both capital and interest to the side it receives debt at the end of the period. Lending
side observes the state of debtor in the market and, in case that it faces the risk to go into default, in order to guarantee the return, it will obtain at the end of the period, signs a CDS contracts with another part that is voluntary to share risk. According to this, in case of bankruptcy of the debtor, obtains its loss from protection seller. Thus, credit risk is not collected on a single part and both risk is reduced and return is obtained due to the fact that risks are differently perceived by the parts (Choudhry, 2006’den Cited by: Hanci, 2014: 2).

**Credit rating:** While Credit ratings give information about solvency of the country, institute, company, project, obligation, etc., CDS premiums give information about the solvency of credits used (debtor) by the country, company, or institute. As the risk of debtor rises, CDS premiums rise, and credit ratings falls. On the other hand, since CDS procedures are continuously conducted in the day of transaction (since CDS premiums are continuously priced), the perceptions of market participants about the credibility of debtor quickly reflects to CDS premiums. In this sense, the rise and fall of CDS premiums functions as a continuous indicator about the credibility of debtors. Credit ratings are modified, when the view that an adjustment has to be done in the position of the part rated formed in the mind of credit rating specialist. Hence, the variations in credibility of the part rated reflect to credit ratings with delay. On the other hand, it is possible to say that CDS premiums are more sensitive indicators compared to credit ratings (Sayılgan, 2014: 2).

### 3 Sorts of Shadow Banking System

Pozsar et al. (2012) classify shadow banking system under four categories as three main subgroups and one parallel banking system (Pozsar et al., 2012: 13).

1. **Government – supported shadow banking subsystem:** Government - supported shadow banking subsystem defined in the form of that government – supported banks take place in the market and realize the transactions of shadow banking, is shadow banking subsystem emerging with foundation (1932) of Federal House Lending Banking (FHLB) (Pozsar et al., 2012: 13). The most important stone of the system is that investor thinks that it has a guarantee mechanism in the direction of that state guarantee is provided for government- supported institutes. The system under consideration consists of a total of four stages as storing credits, credit risk transfer by means of credit insurance, providing “form - distribute securitization functions ” for banks by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and providing maturity transformation. For Government – supported shadow banking subsystem attracting attention with its structure shaped in US, Infonavit and Fovissste in Mexico can be shown as an example.

2. **Internal shadow banking subsystem:** Beginning from the early 1980s, that large banks proceed from low equity profitability to high equity profitability played quite important role in application of shadow banking system. Thanks to this, it was proceeded from equity funding to institutional funding; it was moved from the process, in which difference of exchange rate is effective, to the process, in which market is effective; and market risk increased, while credit risk intensity decreased (Pozsar et al, 2010: 22). Although the process of interest forms and develops in the legal framework of financial holding companies, it legitimated with repealing Glass-Steagall Law. Credit mediation process, which can be realized horizontally and vertically, is carried out by application of off-balance sheet securitization and techniques of asset management. In internal shadow banking subsystem, other than credit mediation of these companies, European banks has also shadow banking activities. The participation of these banks in shadow banking credit mediation is limited (Pozsar et al, 2010: 23-30; Cited by: Yiğenoğlu, 2016: 734).

3. **External shadow banking subsystem:** External Shadow Banking, defined as shadow banking subsystem, which are realized by nonbank financial institutes and which hold the aim of obtaining gain, are generally shadow banking activities, generally diversified and managed by the independent institute. It is in the leadership of special investment vehicles (STV) Landesbanks has and security agent in Germany. On the other hand, the other large European banks and Japan banks are also important investors of shadow banking (Pozsar et al., 2012). The structure of interest, in respect of its content, is expressed as credit mediation process, in which the target of legal capital arbitrage is less and which aims to obtain gain from vertical integration (Pozsar et al, 2012).

4. **Parallel Banking:** Parallel banking taking place in the scope of external shadow banking, in order to obtain specialization and advantage over shadow banking, is expressed as shadow banking subsystem realizing activities such as forming debt, service, trade, and funding in scale economy (Pozsar et al., 2012). Although parallel banking system is based on specialization, the main target of the system, focusing on specialization of nonbank institutes and off-balance sheet transactions, is to enable them to obtain competitive advantage and superiority against banks (Pozsar et al, 2010: 45).

### 4 The Benefits and Risks of Shadow Banking System

It is necessary to actualize a set of major factors toward that shadow banking can run. Therefore, first of all, a fund inflow, which is not in the form of deposit and which actualizes in similar ways, must be to the system. On the other hand, it is necessary for shadow banking to be transferring type of maturity or liquidity to the other sorts of maturity or liquidity. In addition, it means being able to continuously credit risks. Fourth condition is to use
direct or indirect financial leverage (FSB, 2011). For being able to mention about shadow banking activities, it is necessary for a financial institute to be fulfilling at least one of these transactions counted. In addition to these conditions, for shadow banking to be able to exist, it is suggested that only credit mediations and maturity transfers are not enough and that it is necessary for system to be able to create the secure and short termed cash assets/ (Cited from Tarullo, 2012: 4 by Tarhan, 2013: 7). All of this running has the positive and negative effects in terms of both country economy and investors and global financial system. Table 2 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of shadow banking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By means of shadow banking both extra fund is provided for the system and bills in portfolio can be retransformed into liquidity via securitization by the various instruments.</td>
<td>As in traditional banking system, there can be maturity unconformity and liquidity risk. Therefore, some escapes can be in stressed periods and, since shadow banking institutes do not subject to precautionary regulations like banks, the effect of risks can be larger for these institutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through nonbank channels, credit mediation activities can be performed and, thanks to this, positive contribution can be made to financial deepening. Hence, it positively affects the finance of real economy.</td>
<td>Complex shadow banking activities bring together with it the problems resulted from information asymmetry and in the periods of crisis and before crisis, for example, investors investing on mortgage -backed securities do not correctly perceive the risks due to inadequate information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In contrast to the others, shadow banking agencies, diversifying financial credit, increase access to credit and makes more effective financial system.</td>
<td>With shadow banking system, connectedness between the other financial agencies, can lead to systemic risk. This case increases contagion risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With alternative financing mechanisms, presented by shadow banking, financial system can become stronger and innovative.</td>
<td>As a result of the events such as escapes to high quality assets and closeout, the depth of financial stress can increase. This case, also reducing asset prices much more, deepened financial stress and can also cause traditional banks to be affected from this stress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of risks to out of traditional banking system can be useful for financial system and mechanisms it can diversify investors’ appetite.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Advantage and Disadvantages of Shadow Banking System

As seen in the table, shadow banking system, besides some advantages it has in terms of running and profitability level, brings together with it a set of risks. Due to the risks it holds, five working area of FSB are expressed toward the risk subjects put in order as follows (TCMB, 2013: 147);

1. The relationship of shadow banking and banking and reduction of contagion risk,
2. Reduction of the risks the escape of monetary market funds will create,
3. Becoming securitization transactions transparent and standardized,
4. Reducing risks resulted from transactions of lending repo and security
5. Identifying and reducing from the other shadow banking agencies and activities

As a matter of fact, these risks ignored in the rise periods of shadow banking became more remarkable and deep, and they were accepted as one of important reasons of global crisis.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

Although shadow banking system, accepted as one of the reasons for global crisis, is a mechanism that is full of uncertainties, it attracts attention in terms of advantages it has, compared to traditional banking system. Shadow banking system mentioned in many studies, even it is criticized due to asymmetries it causes, becomes widespread every passing day and continue to develop. On the other hand, it is clear that the risks it is accompanied by should not be ignored.

As known, in shadow banking, whose main actors are hedge funds, derivatives, common funds of monetary market, and repo market, securitization transactions passed to the privilege of shadow banking, which cannot be adequately supervised and which forms a bridge between trade banks and investment banks. Trade banks, thanks to this, can supply more funds and can make more loan available. On the other hand, again by means of these instruments, it is possible for risk to spread across market instead of a single institute and, with this state of it, banks can provide higher activity volume and profitability. In spite of this, the system of interest, as in the period of global crisis, remained out of supervision and, engendering the possibilities to make use of legal gaps, made financial crisis deeper. Hence, by means of legal regulations, in which advantages featured, it is clear that forming a shadow banking, in which disadvantages can be minimized as much as possible, is a point that countries have to give importance in global economic order.
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